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Overview 

 My Bias 
 Talk slanted towards analyzing whole 

genomes using Illumina paired end 
reads with open source tools 

 Background 

 Alignment Software 

 Detecting Variation 
 Nucleotide  
 Structural 

 Analyzing and Interpreting Variation 

 Best practices change extremely rapidly 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interpreting omics is the hardest part
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Next Generation Sequencing 

Taken from Illumina website 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Occurs in Parrallel and is high throughput, many approachesFocusing in on Illumina hereNot always aligning against a reference genome
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Short Read Alignment 

 Making comparisons is very difficult! 

 Test Parameters 
 Read length size 

 Introduced errors 

 Paired versus single end reads 

 Metrics 
 Discovery? Accuracy? Area under curve? 

 What is correct? 

 Downstream analysis 

 Comparisons are time consuming to do and are typically 
only done when somebody releases a new aligner 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Getting those BAM FilesWithin 50bp, 10bp?Downstream analyis, compare SNPs – what quality score cutoffs matter?
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From homepage of Heng Li:  http://lh3lh3.users.sourceforge.net/alnROC.shtml 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simulated human diploid genome with SNPs and short indels. 100,000 reads Error free reads used for simulationDefault configurations are attempted unless the default certainly fails or the documentation explicitly suggests better configurations for 100bp HiSeq reads. Probably the options in use are suboptimal for bowtie-v1 and soap2. The detailed command lines are: Now Heng Li promotes Novoalign as “most accurate alginer to date” (commerical)

http://lh3lh3.users.sourceforge.net/alnROC.shtml
http://lh3lh3.users.sourceforge.net/alnROC.shtml
http://lh3lh3.users.sourceforge.net/alnROC.shtml
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Short Read Aligner Conclusions 

 The differences between aligners are not that large anymore 
 BWA, Bowtie2 are all available on cheaha 

 I currently recommend BWA, but I suspect it will be 
supplanted by something else 
 Bowtie2 

 Novoalign 

 SeqAlto or something newer 

 For longer reads (>=200bp) I would recommend BWA-SW, 
Bowtie2 (long read version) or CUSHAW2 (new) 

 Select your aligner based on your downstream workflow, 
for example use of BWA is recommended by GATK 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BWA not actively developedWorkflows vary, lead in to HugeSeq
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HugeSeq Workflow 

From “Detecting 
and annotating 
genetic variations 
using the 
HugeSeq 
pipeline”  Lam et 
al., 2012 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duplicate removal (PCR duplicates), Local realignment (DBSnp, HapMap, 1000 genome), Base recalibrationGATK and Samtools are on cheahaNeed to develop reusable workflows
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Variation Detection 

VCF 4.1 Format 

 Nucleotide Polymorphisms 

 “Structural Variants” / Rearrangements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
REF – that is the variantQUAL – Phred Scaled log10 chance that the assertion made in ALT is wrong10 = 1 in 10 chance it is wrong (90%)20 = 1 in 100 chance it is wrong (99%)
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SNP Detection 
• Most advanced and reliable variant detection 

• New version of GATK can detect MNPs as well 
• Coverage and Toolkit matter 
• Problem isn’t finding SNPs, it is finding the right SNPs 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Indel realigner will use data from 100g, HapMap and DBSNPOptimized for haploid genomesConcordance between GATK and Samtools MPileup is about 90%Kill this slide
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Coverage versus Sensitivity 

• From “Detecting and 
annotating genetic 
variations using the 
HugeSeq pipeline”  
Lam et al., 2012 



+ GATK and SAMTools Variant Calling 

• From “Detecting and 
annotating genetic 
variations using the 
HugeSeq pipeline”  
Lam et al., 2012 
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False Positives 
-Data from human monozygotic twins 

-Artifacts from borderline low 
coverage, top twin has 17 high quality 
reads (7 A) and the bottom has 23 
high quality reads (2 A) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Find better exampleAdd twin picture where the variation is similar
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Structural Variation 

 Methods 
 Small indels within single reads (GATK) 

 Discordant paired-end reads (Breakdancer, VariationHunter) 

 Depth of coverage (CNVnator, SegSeq) 

 Split reads (Pindel, ClipCrop) 

 Very active area of research 
 Combined approaches becoming more common 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pindel may use discordant reads and depth coverage now, uses pattern growthDELLY (just out on my Bioinformatics RSS feed this morning) integrates paired end and split reads
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PINDEL Sample Output 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can be converted to VCF format (most types)D, smal and large l insertions, inversions, tandem repeats, breakpoints
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Neither 
deletion was 
detected by 
Pindel.. 
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Pitfalls of Structural Variant 
Detection with NGS 

 Tips 
 Get as much coverage as possible 

 Not possible to find breakpoints with 5 fold coverage 

 Use multiple approaches 

 Remove duplicates 

 If it is important and you have time… look 

 In twin study, only 2 out of 12 SVs found by Pindel 

 Personal Bias 
 GATK (small indels), Breakdancer (rearrangements), Pindel (split 

reads) and CNVator (repeat size estimation) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PINDEL claims better results, most of mine were deletions and pindel claims to get about half of thoseYou will have a lot of structural variants…
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Interpreting Variation 

 Getting some variants is easy, analyzing them is hard 

 Commonly used tools in CCTS 
 IGV, BedTools, VCFTools, SNPEff 

 Pipelines are becoming more popular 
 Annovar (Sift, Polyphen2) 

 Online Resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Getting to the Excel spreadsheet, tables in your publicationMost of your time
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Questions? 
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“Fast gapped-read 
alignment with 
Bowtie 2”, Langmead 
and Saltzburg (2012)
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Presentation Notes
Still actively developed
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Fast and Accurate 
Read Alignment 
for Resequencing, 
Mu et al, (2012) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Table 10: Summary of the SNPs and indels called by Samtools after alignment with each algorithm. 40 million read pairs (32x coverage) at 2% error rate.
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Fast and Accurate 
Read Alignment 
for Resequencing, 
Mu et al, (2012) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Table 12: Summary of the SNPs and indels called by the GATK read pairs (32x coverage) at 2% error rate.In the main text of the paper a read was called correct if its start location is within 50-bp of the correct location ignoring indels
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Key Points 

 Best practices change extremely rapidly 

 We don’t  know what the single best workflow 
is today 

 Core variant toolset used by UAB CCTS  

 BWA for reference based alignment 

 Picard (duplicate removal) 

 GATK for SNP calling, realignment and 
recalibration 

 Breakdancer, Pindel for Structural Variant 
Detection 

 BedTools, VCFtools, IGV for interpretation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
100K runs reported a day for GATK - Sorting out sequencing data, Monya Baker, 2011  (Mark DePristo)
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Actual GATK Data 

 3 genotypes (0/0, 0/1, 1/1) 

 GQ:PL 

 Genotype Quality 

 AD:DP 

 Average Depth : Depth Quality 

 

chr1 802093  G A 521.67 GT:AD:DP:GQ:PL 1/1:1,23:24:48.11:555,48,0 

chr1 
 

802191  G A 54.33 GT:AD:DP:GQ:PL 
 

0/1:31,12:43:84.36:84,0,458 
 

chr1 
 

802320  G A 349.65 GT:AD:DP:GQ:PL 
 

0/1:9,15:27:10.30:379,0,10 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Genotyping not useful for bacteriaAD – Average depth (unfiltered) and DP, Depth of Coverage (the total depth of reads that passed the Unified Genotyper's internal quality control metrics)GQ is really L(0/1) / (L(0/0) + L(0/1) + L(1/1))PL - This field provides the likelihoods of the given genotypes (here, 0/0, 0/1, and 1/1). These are normalized, Phred-scaled likelihoods for each of the 0/0, 0/1, and 1/1, without priors. Only provided if biallelic.
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Workflow 
Overview 
Workflow from 
“Consensus Rules in 
Variant Detection from 
Next-Generation 
Sequencing Data”, Jia et 
al. (2012) 
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Variation Detection 

 Nucleotide Polymorphisms 
 SNPs 

 MNPs 

 “Structural Variants” / Rearrangements 
 Insertions/Deletions (small and large) 

 Inversions 

 Tandem Duplications 

 Translocations 
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